DIGITAL DIRECTIONS'

One of the hottest topics
in photography today is
the issue of film versus
digital. A lot of people
are talking about it, but
not many want to write
about it with indelible
Supra 100

ink. When you commit
it to paper, you have to
have all the statistical
data to back up your
thoughts. Unfortunately,
this is a numbers game
that, when manipulated,
can easily make one
side look better than
the other.

Kodak DCS660

SOMEONE WHO

believes that film

will last forever will tell you that film usage
has greatly increased over the last couple of
years. What they fail to tell you is how much
digital has increased in comparison.
On the other side, a digital proponent
brags that the revenue from digital camera
sales is greater than from film camera sales,
but they neglect to say that digital cameras
cost more. So you see the dilemma?
Recently we saw an article that compared
the cost of a digital and film system and
determined that it would take several years
for the digital camera to come out ahead
financially. The author made the assumption
that because photographers normally have
all film negatives made into prints, digital
Nikon D1
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Nikon 990

Fuji FinePix Pro
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Water Lily shot with a Nikon 990
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Large digital panorama image taken with three digital images and stitched together.

QUALITY
Mounting & Laminating Systems, Inc.
QUALITY - superior mounting adhesives at competitive prices.
I list a bond/1 nstu bond C - We have made the best even better!
• New! Smooth as glass release liner that translates to the most professional finished print offering
on the market today.
• Premium acrylic adhesive, designed for longer term display requirements.
• Largest selection of in stock sizes to 62"
• Instabond - thick white opaque carrier film helps absorb board imperfections. Instabond C - semi-clear carrier
film, easy to trim, easy to inspect.
New! — Over the last 10 years Quality Mounting & Laminating Systems has set the standard for premium mounting
adhesives with Instabond and Instabond C. Working with that same U.S. manufacturer we now expand that team effort
to introduce our economical alternative Megabond/Megabond C.
New! Megabond/Megabond C - New adhesive technology allows these lower cost products to adhere to all
graphic arts boards, especially to smooth plastic substrates such as Sintra®.
• Premium moisture stable release liner prevents tunneling problems.
• Megabond - thick white opaque carrier helps absorb board imperfections. Megabond C - semi-clear
carrier film, easy to trim, easy to inspect.
• Largest selection of in stock sizes to 62"
• Quality and it's coating partner made sure we maintained the highest performance standards and specs with
Megabond and Megabond C. These new products are an excellent alternative to GBC Advantage Mount®,
Seal Printmount® One and Mactac® 5000.

Same day shipping from our CT, IL or FL warehouses. PMA Booth #1215
Quality Mounting & Laminating Systems, Inc. • 800/552-9427 • www.qmls.com
See us at PMA Orlando-Booth 1215
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camera users would do the same.
Film photographers generally have all

When we look back at 8 track tapes,
The Quality Perception

typewriters, phonograph

images printed, because it is easier to print

records, and

8mm movies, and study their demise, there

them all rather than try and select just a few

It really all boils down to a perception of

is a trend. Although it seemed like they

orange-masked negatives. With digital

quality, which unfortunately today is often

were replaced instantly, in reality it was a

images, you see the final image right away,

about 720 x 480, the resolution of televi-

transition.

so you can select only the images you want

sion. As we venture into the 21st Century,

With film's lengthy history, the digital

to print. If you subtract out those un-print-

we find photography evolving from the tra-

transition is going to take quite some time.

ed digital images, then the numbers

ditional silver process to digital. This road is

Most film cameras have a long life span

change again and the dilemma continues.

not an easy one and photography is having

and with millions of them in use, the attri-

Adding to all this confusion is the profes-

growing pains. We need to view digital

tion rate will spread out over a long period

sional photographer. Most articles on the

photography as an extension of the tradi-

of time. This should allow more than

subject of film vs. digital are written by pro-

tional, not as a competitor.

enough time for the smart lab to adjust to

fessional photographers who have been in

Keep in mind that everyone involved in

the photo business for years and are

this debate is slightly biased to one side or

staunch film users. They contend that a 3

the other. We started our career using film,

megapixel camera cannot match the quali-

and have derived much of our success

ty of most color 35mm film. Although that

from this photographic media. But we also

You need to analyze numbers to decide

may be true, keep in mind that the bulk of

understand the marvels of technological

how to steer your lab, but make sure you

the images taken by amateur photographers

advancement, and understand the impor-

compare apples to apples. Take a close look

today are printed no larger than 4x6 inches.

tance and future of digital.

at who is providing the numbers and see if

changing technologies.
Chart Your Future

Legion Paper
Fine An Digital Papers

Just Feel
the Quality!
• A fine art InkJet paper
that holds exceptional
depth of color
• Captures all the
subtleties of your image
• Gallery & museum quality
• Acid free & archival
• Available in sheets & rolls
- 100% cotton
- 100% alpha-cellulose

"Where Art
Meets Technology,
I Haven't Seen or
Felt Anything Better"

© Robert Farber

Robert Farber

bogen
www.focusonimagingmag.com

565 East Crescent Ave. Ramsey. NJ 07446 Tel: (201 )818-9500

Fax: (201 )818-9177

See us at PMA Orlando-Booth 1559
For more information, circle 613

www.bogenphoto.com
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See us at PMA Orlando—Booth 3610
For Fast Response Circle 631

they have something to gain by swaying

market research will help you plan equip-

your decision.

ment purchases, and better estimate invest-

Better yet, look at your lab's own numbers.

ment recovery times.

Compare your film processing figures, tradi-

We have found that even with the con-

tion paper printing revenue and dollars

venience of digital photography, most peo-

accumulated from various lab services. Then

ple just want to take pictures and let some-

look into your crystal ball and try to project

one else make the prints for them. It's real-

where it is all going. Unfortunately, with

ly no different than with film photography.

such a fast-changing world, you will have to

Granted, digital is easier to do, but it still

monitor these numbers often. It will be

takes time and the right equipment to cor-

worth it because this constant updating of

rectly do the job.
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Booth 929-33
Automatic

Rockwell Hitec Chemical Mixers

Evaluate Your Services and Educate
Your Customers

The smart way to handle chemicals
For The Photof misher and High Volume Processor:
• Better utilization of staff
• More consistent process control
For The In-Plant and Custom Lab:
• Improved consistency
• Relieves skilled staff of a critical chore
For All Processors:
• Reduced Space
• Eases Safety Compliance
• Very Safe - Self Checking, Can Be Left Unattended
Ask Your Competitors They have enjoyed the benefits for a long time.

Look for potential services that augment
either the film or digital side of your business. Eliminate services that are no longer
money-makers and try to replace them
with newer services designed to satisfy the
demands of today's customers.
Be open-minded to new technologies as
they may help you create new services. For
example, when 8mm movies were discon-

How much longer can you afford to do without?

Micro Mixer

tinued, many customers had their precious
memories converted to video tape. With
reduced prices, DVD recorders can now
be used for transfer and provide an even
longer life span.

• Mini Labs • Custom Labs • Commercial Labs People Labs
NOW Starting ^s,k about Savings

Affordable, easy maintenance For labs with
low to moderate volume. Fail safe, correct
mix and stop. Optimum accuracy, fresh
chemicals. Supplies 1 or more processors.
Modular: 2. 3. 4 units Up to 20 liters lit

$

a(

4999

Digital is such new technology that it

Wth'Our Chemical
Users Plan!

involves educating your customers and

ROLORTRIMl Paper Cutters

staff. They need to know that film images

1

can be scanned for manipulation in a

Reinforced precision rotary steel blade,
bearing track, graduated measure cutting
surface, sturdy support bench w/fiber catch
bin, finish: epoxy powder process. Many
other features. Electric motorized models:
voltage 110V - 50/60 Hz; 230V - 50/60 Hz.

home computer. You may have to explain

Motorized
or Manual
with Bench

just how to off-load their digital images via
a card reader so they can later erase the

Up To 142" Wide • Up To 4.5mm Thickness

digital film.

LaCie

Some of your customers may even try

Electronic
Blue III
Monitors

printing their own pictures on their home
inkjet printers, so you need to be creative.

$399°°

Give them the speed and print quality that
will give them incentive to have you print
their images instead. You may have to look
beyond the norm and create new services to
satisfy both the film and digital camera user.
Both film and digital have a place in photography at this time in photographic history. We use both types of systems, and we

Top performer. Resolution: 2048 x 1536 @
80Hz. Features natural flat aperature grille
for perfect picture. Non-glare. Easily
connect keyboards, mice, peripherals. Blue
frame, hood for consistant lighting. Quality
optics. 3-yr warranty.

Electronic
Photo
Equipment

find the resolution of digital camera more
than acceptable for many of our lab applications.

the photo lab and will continue to do so as
the transition continues. We don't fight the
digital transition; instead we use it to our
best advantage. If you want to survive in
be open to change.

•

Jack and Sue Drafahl are freelance writers
and professional photographers living on the
Oregon Coast. Web address: www.jackand
suedrafahl.com

The Professional Source for:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ROCKWELL Hitec Automatic Chemical Mixers
ROLLMA Cutters. Dispensers & Roll Easels
IMACON Scanners
PHASE I Chip Camera & Scanning Backs
KREONITE Processors & Printers
G & G Automatic Croppable Printers
ROLORTRIM Paper Cutters & Trimmers

See it to appreciate it!
Indoor motion light displays
w/Auto. poster change up to
15-25 images. Great sales,
information totem. At our
P.M.A. 2002 booth #929-33.
A real winner for you.

Paper & Film Dispensers

(A) Auto. Rollpaper Cutters
(B) Auto. Sheet Dispensers
B.
(C) 4-Spool Paper Slitters
All the features you expect from top-ol-the-lme equipment CUTTERS:
manuals, semi & full automatics, programmable, more. DISPENSERS
auto, programmable, converts rolls up to 12" into sheets, light tight
storage, sheet counter, more. SLITTERS: up to 20" material into 4 rolls
(equal or varied), light tight. 100" per minute, auto stop. more.

this world of uncertainty, you will have to

• Programmable
• Scrolling
• Automatic Changing
Messages & Image

IbMA

Over the last few years we have provided updates regarding digital applications in

ROLORLUX
LIGHTED
DISPLAYS

Manuals, semi or fully automatics, with or without
slitting. Fully light tight in 31, 52 and 60-Inch models.
Saves time and money.

Rollpaper
Easels
5 models inc. tabletop, portable (casters), and
electronic microprocessor controlled models - 11" to
30". Quality Designed.

PHOJOGRAPHics

SUPPLY

INCORPORATED

515 Fifth Avenue • McKeesport, PA 15132

1-800-472-2750
Visit our Website — www.photosupplyinc.com

For Fast Response Circle 643
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